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DESIGN FOR
THE STORY
Perspective
Artist’s Statement

My philosophy on life is simple:
1)Embrace the journey of turning
every day of your life into a chapter
of the best fairy tale you could
imagine for yourself.
2) C
 hoose to share your story with
the rest of the world.
At the very least take risks, go on
adventures, get out of your comfort zone,
and say “do it for the story!” If in the end
your experiences make you happy, then
your story is on it’s way to a happy ending.
When it comes to design, the story is
equally as important during every step of
the creative process.
As a designer, my philosophy and process
is about the same:
1) B
 uild relationships with people,
brands, and companies that have
tremendous stories.
2) Help them share their ideas, hard work,
and experiences with the world in a
captivating, relatable, and visual way.
Through the entire creative process, I
believe it’s important to always remember
the client or company’s mission. Every
design, concept, and touch point should
add to the importance of that overall story.
I’m constantly challenging myself to find
a meaningful rhyme and reason for every
design decision I make in order to ensure
that I’m headed in the right direction.

MARRIED TO
MY WORK

Interactive Gallery Show 2017
Art Direction, Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop, Sculpture,
Painting, Drawing, Printmaking, Installation

Challenge: There are so many elements
of art and creative expression that I find
myself interested in: performing arts,
visual arts, fashion, event plaining, interior
design, the list goes on. At the University
of Iowa I was fortunate enough to have the
opportunity to study all of these fields
but the challenge was finding a way to
share all of these interests with the
world around me.
Story: Married to my work is a celebration
of the marriage between education and
life’s experiences. The new beginning as
a newly wed couple is much like the fresh
start a person is given after graduating
from college and pursuing a career.
Solution: This show was about expression
and finding meaning in smallest of
moments. I wanted the work to be
enjoyable and therapeutic both while
making it and once it came together in
the space. I hoped that all of the show’s
visitors would find at least one moment
in the space where they find themselves
smiling, if they did—then I would consider
it to be successful.

MARRIED TO
MY WORK
Magazine

Art Direction, InDesign, Photoshop, Copy Writing, Photography

This magazine was a collection of
responses, ideas, and dreams from some
of the people that have taught me about
what life is all about. I asked the people
closest to me to answer questions about
love, beauty, and their life experiences.
From their I laid out their responses on
spreads to create the base content of
this magazine. The friends and family
that were in question, were from a wide
variety of ages, backgrounds, and places.
I hope that readers will find their opinions
and references as thought provoking,
encouraging, and inspirational as I did.
This magazine showcases my many
interests as a creative from story telling
and concept creation, to illustration,
photography, and layout design. It tells
multiple stories, showcases some of my
favorite places and spaces, and brought a
community together that has one thing in
common, a relationship with me.

Carnival Classic Candles:

DYLAN’S MEETS
FLUFFY
NBCUniversal
Concept sketches

Challenge: Looking ahead and predicting
the market and consumer trends of
summer 2017, unicorns were only growing
in popularity. Illumination Entertainment
has an adorable character, Fluffy from
the mega movie franchise, Despicable
Me. NBCUniversal Product Design and
Development saw the potential and
partnered up with Dylan’s Candy Bar to
produce an exclusive product line.
Story: Fluffy and Super Silly Fun Land
are the perfect partners for the high-end
fun candy shop, Creating and concepting
products that bring the world of Super Silly
Fun Land to life was an out-of-this-world
idea that made total sense.
Candied Apple:

Adult Cotton Candy Martini Gift Set:

Carnival Classic Beverages:
Solution: From this I concepted a collection
of concepts that would utilize the assets in
a way that would expand beyond the candy
line into novelty gift ideas and other ways to
bring the carnival to life.

Inspiration:

SCHNUCKS
CONCEPT

Mittera Creative Services
Art Direction, InDesign, Illustrator, Copy Writing

Challenge: Schnucks is a Midwestern
supermarket chain that prides themselves
on friendliness and high quality of
service. In 2018, Schnucks is preparing to
release a new line of Italian products. In
anticipation of these new products, along
with experience from my own travels, I
concepted, art directed, designed, and
illustrated and wrote copy for a potential
story concept.
Story: Simply Schnucks is a monthly
magazine that shares recipes, cocktails,
party tips, and more. They have a very
specific style that is fun and fresh and
are always trying to explore new ways to
connect with their customers.
Solution: Ciao Italia would take the
reader on a tasty tour through Italy.
Each stop on the tour would feature a
specific dish popular to that region of Italy.
The story was to be playfully romantic and
capture the look, feel, and traditions of
Italian culture.

HY-VEE WEEKLY ADS
Mittera Creative Services
Art Direction, InDesign, Photoshop,
Copy Writing, Photo direction

Challenge: Trying to stay relevant while
maintaining core values is a huge selling
point as well as challenge for companies.
Hy-Vee is a chain of popular grocery stores
located throughout eight Midwestern
States. With over 240 stores, Hy-Vee is
known for providing their customers with
a one of a kind shopping experience and
as an industry leader in marketing and
advertising strategies.
Story: Mittera Creative Services is a full
service agency that specializes in print
advertising. As a senior graphic designer
at Mittera I played a large roll in helping
build and establish Hy-Vee’s reputation
and strengthened the relationship that
customers have with this company.
At Mittera I oversaw, managed, and
encouraged a team of five or more people.
I developed concepts, delegated tasks,
stylized food, and challenged myself
everyday to strengthen the client’s brand
and recognition.
Solution: Hy-Vee’s theme for the month
of August was The Big Big Sale-savings
so big, customers couldn’t miss them.
Hy-Vee provided Mittera with their point
of sale icon “The Big Big Sale” where the
words look like they were balloons being
blown up by an air pump. I concepted
many ideas that experimented with scale
making objects appear larger than they
really were. I explored options that mimic
the balloon and air-pump idea. In the end,
Hy-Vee went with a concept where all the
product photography would be shot from a
very low camera angle thus foreshortening
the products and playing with the concept
of space.

TAKE A NEW LOOK
Re-purposed Painting
Oil on Canvas

Challenge: The challenge of Take a New look is to
look beyond a found object’s purpose and give it a
new life.
Story: Take a New Look originated as a still life
painted on a canvas that was abandoned by its
original artist. The original work was bold and full
of texture and color; however, it was lacking
a purpose, as even the artist failed to see the
potential of this piece.
Solution: Using typography and oil paint, the
canvas was able to emerge into an entire new
work and take on a new meaning altogether. With
the help of type and a strong message—it will
never be overlooked or forgotten again.

Brainstorm:

TIEKS AD CONCEPTS
Tieks (Cont.)

InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator

Challenge: Tieks is a women’s shoe
company that focuses on comfort, style,
wearable, and versitile. They’re designed
to fit any lifestyle and fit in any bag. For this
project I was to design a printed invite that
utilized the provided image and had all of
the propper information.
Story: When brainstorming about Tieks
and what a fashion and prints party
collaboration would be all about I decided
to focus the attention on the shoe and
the unique pattern snakeskin pattern and
coloration.

Invite Front:

Invite Back:

Sketches:

Solution: I decided to design a 5x7 twosided invitation that would be printed and
sent out in the mail. I chose Honey Script
as the main font because I wanted it to
be lively, welcoming, and have a personal
touch. I paired it with Univers as a clean
streamlined compliment. The sans serif
helps communicate the most important
information to make sure it stands out from
the rest.
The model perfectly showcases great
fashion and a wonderful mix of patterns.
I cropped in on the image to get a better
view of the shoes and the snake-skin
pattern. I used the same snake-skin
pattern on the reverse side to tie the colors
and sides together. I used the slogan
“put your best foot forward” as a way to
communicate that the event is about the
shoes but also send the message that
Tieks is forward thinking and fashion of
the future. They’re a staple piece that will
help customers stand out from the crowd.
They’re perfect for any life-style and will
hold up and remain comfortable through
even the busiest of days. Tieks will help
women get to where they want to go.

Challenge #1:

Original Image:

Challenge #2: Before Image

TIEKS RETOUCHING
Tieks (Cont.)

InDesign, Photoshop, Illustrator

Challenge #1: The first challenge was to
find a use for this image. Take the original
photo and manipulate it to place it in a new
setting that makes more sense and is on
brand.
Story: Tieks the perfect shoe for every
woman, every event, and every style.
Whether headed to an exciting and busy
day at work, relaxing and lounging
around the house, or taking a walk
though the park.
Solution: For I wanted to showcase the
versatility of Tieks. I thought it created
a strong statement seeing the same
product being used for multiple tasks and
adventures and fitting multiple styles.
After Image:

Challenge #2: The second challenge was
to remove the black dots, change the shoe
color to fusechia, and then place the shoe
on a wood background.
Solution: I started the retouching process
by removing the black blemishes. Then I
masked out the shoe, changed the color,
added in the wood background, and finally
added a shadow back in.

GRINNELL CONCEPT
Mittera Creative Services
Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

Challenge: Grinnell College is a private
liberal arts and sciences college in
central Iowa. Grinnell, College, although
a relatively small town in the mid-west,
has a way of making the entire world,
and extension of their campus. Grinnell
relies on donations to make most of their
programs and initiatives possible. For this
campaign, Grinnell was looking to highlight
their Global Engagement department and
build a relationship with potential donors
through a collection of printed materials,
mail pieces, and web graphics.
Story: Grinnell’s global initiative brings in
foreign exchange students from all around
the world and offers endless programs for
students to take their studies to other parts
of the world.
Solution: This concept tells the story of
how a student’s trip to Botswana enriched
her education and changed her life. The
student profile helps donors understand
where their money is going and how it’ll
be used, making them more willing to
give. Illustrations, pictures from Hannah’s
trip and other scrap-book elements tell
her story in a personal and relatable way.
The elements jump off the page and direct
the readers attention to “call to action”
information. These design features stand
out from regular junk-mail and create a
bold statement on Grinnell’s website.

Wine and Cheese Sketch

Draft:

Final:

SCHNUCKS
WINE AND CHEESE
Mittera Creative Services
Art Direction, InDesign, Illustrator, Copy Writing

Challenge: Schnucks wanted to feature
a wine and cheese story as part of their
Valentines Day promotion and to play
into the Italian Tour story in their February
edition of Simply Schnucks.
Story: It’s no secret that the month of
February is spent focusing on relationships
with loved ones whether they’re friends,
family, or partners. For the month of
February we were focusing on romance
and valentines day traditions that are
perfect for whoever you find yourself
celebrating with.

Valentines Day Stor Pages Sketches:

Inspiration:

Solution: For the Valentines story we
would have three one page stories.
Although they were all independent of
one another with different styles, subjects,
and moods, the concept I came up with
was to have the heart shape centered and
repeated throughout to keep the them
cohesive.
From there I came up with the idea of
a brief how-to build a beautiful cheese
board and a simple guide to flavor
profiles and pairing. I planed out and gave
direction for the photoshoot. After the
photo was edited, I wrote the descriptions
and adjusted the layout to fit.

YELLOW WALLPAPER
Print Edition of 16
Silkscreen, Foil

Challenge: Using foil imaging and
silk-screen together to create a
powerful image.
Story: “Yellow Wallpaper,” a short story
written by Charlotte Perkins Gilman,
served as the inspiration behind this
edition. The short story is about a woman
suffering from anxiety and loneliness.
Solution: The print characterizes the
emotions felt in “Yellow Wallpaper” and
represents them in a flowering vine that
is both beautiful and dizzying. The viewer
can sympathize in its beauty and get lost
in the repeating pattern.

COLGATE CONCEPTS
NBCUNIVERSAL
Hand-drawn illustrations, Illustrator

Challenge: Colgate is a well-known
household brand that specialized in
dental care products. They have special
partnerships with a number of media
franchises. Colgate and Despicable Me
have had a lasting partnership. With the
release of a new Despicable Me 3 movie,
Colgate is hoping to launch a new line of
products that will stand out from the rest
of the competition.
Story: Since the original release of the
movie, Despicable Me, Minions have
become an iconic staple in today’s society.
Families around the world are welcoming
Minions into their home. Colgate and the
Despicable Me franchise are looking to
further their partnership and welcome
Minions to be a part of fun family
experiences.
Solution: Colgate’s new Despicable Me
line of Kids dental care products will
allow Minions to join in the family fun that
takes place around the bathroom sink.
These product concepts are inspired
by memories of parents teaching their
children about the importance of dental
hygiene. These products enhance the
experience by making it fun, exciting, and
memorable. The Minions are attempting
to learn along with the child. Minions don’t
always get succeed on their first try, but
they always keep practicing until they
get it right!

CLINK!

Mobile App Design
Illustrator

Challenge: Clink! is an app that improves
the functionality of the user’s mobile
device and enhances the life of the user.
Clink!’s specific challenge was to find
a way to ensure the safety of young,
professional women in their twenties who
partake in late night activities.
Story: Clink! knows that we’ve all found
ourselves (or a friend) in a situation where
they may have had one to many to drink
or have found themselves separated from
the rest of the crowd. Clink! however, will
always be there for its users. By helping
users manage their alcohol intake, make
sure you get from point A to point B safely,
and remind you of all the shenanigans and
moments you’ll never want to forget.
Solution: Clink! became more of a best
friend rather than a utility app. Clink!’s
stylish interface makes the app fun and
easy to use on mobile devices and
smart watches.

PARTY PACK

Promotional Packaging
Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

Challenge: After conducting a focus group
of Bud Light’s target market men and
women ages 21 – 25, women expressed
interest that they’d like to have a beer that
they could relate to. A lot of participants
were familiar with Bud Lights products, yet
Bud Light was not their go-to choice for
domestic beer. The challenge this focus
group highlighted was how to promote
Bud Light in a way that was appealing to
men and women and make it stand out
from the other, more affordable options.
Story: Bud Light has a reputation of being
a party and event beer. It’s affordable, easy
to drink, and refreshing. What sets Bud
Light apart from the competition is the
promotional packaging they do for their
partners such as the NFL. The Party Pack
is a back-to-school promotional campaign
targeting college-aged students. It’s a
product that comes with a student’s back
to school party supplies and it offers
students a way to tell their own story
through Bud Light.
Solution: The final packaging concept for
the Bud Light Party six-pack features an
easy to carry design and extender tabs
that pop out in order to use the packaging
as a mini cooler. The packaging also
includes markers for which customers can
write their name on the label of their beer
and define what makes Bud Light specific
to their own interests. The package also
comes with icon stickers. There’s a design
are for everyone: every personality, every
mood, and every interest. The Bud Light
Party Pack is fun, it’s personal, and it’s a
necessity to make your party one of a kind.

TAKE A BIG BITE
NBCUNIVERSAL

Illustrator, Draw, Photoshop, Capture

Challenge: How to create a limited
edition, co-branded fashion line from two
completely opposite brands, Jaws and
Roxy? This deadly and dangerous duo
is taking a fresh bite out of an unlikely
market. Jaws was filmed and set in 1975
and in fashion, trends tend to come back
in style. The 70’s most iconic fashions are
going to be the number one trend for
spring and summer 2017 lines and serve as
a starting point for Take a Big Bite.
Story: Jaws was the first feature film to
test the waters by telling a dangerous
tale about a colossal water monster, the
great white shark. The film has been
known for giving these creatures both a
terrifying reputation as well as created a
mass market of shark-enthusiasts. The
fear and mystique of the great white shark
continues to be a modern staple in pop
culture. Since the classic was first released,
there have been countless shark films and
endless amounts of merchandise.
Roxy, a young woman’s surf brand that’s
affiliated with Quick Silver, is a worldwide,
“life-style” brand. They offer fashionable
products for adventurous young women.
Their customer is “daring, confident,
naturally beautiful, fun, alive: Roxy.” Not
a single detail is ever overlooked, and
they capture the spirit of their woman in
everything they produce.
Solution: Shark merchandise being sold in
surf shop might seem like an oxymoron,
however the brands have come together
for a feature line of products that are both
satirical and respectful of both the surfer
and shark communities. The co-brand
line, Take a Big Bite, embraces the Roxy
woman and encourages her to get her feet
wet in a stylish and classic way.

TAKE A BIG BITE
NBCUNIVERSAL

Illustrator, Draw, Photoshop, Capture

Creating products that bring the story
to life safe and entertaining way allow
consumers form an even stronger bond
with the movie franchise.
The original Jaws movie posters and the
interaction between swimmer and the
shark inspire the beach blanket designs.
These designs are interactive, that when
used, people become part of the story.
They’re fun, playful, and convenient
because these beach blankets roll up,
have pockets for storage, and plush
elements for comfort.
The Bruce inflatable lounger lets buyers
stay a float in the mouth of one of the
greatest predators out there—sure to scare
off anyone unwelcome visitors in the pool.
It offers a little protection form the sun and
provides the perfect photo opportunity all
summer long!

MET PLEZIER

Food Branding & Packaging
Illustrator, InDesign, Photoshop

Challenge: Introducing an international
tradition to the American market can be
a challenge. The product needed to
attract customers and entice them to try
something they may not be familiar with.
Met Plezier wants their customers to feel
like only a select few choose to experience
their product and everyone should want
to be a part of that secret society. Dessert
isn’t anything to be ashamed of when
purchasing a cookie like Met Plezier.
Story: Met Plezier specializes in Dutch
cookies. Stroopwafels are a delightful
Dutch delicacy that can be found in Dutch
supermarkets up and down the country or
purchased from the special stroopwafel
stalls that proliferate Dutch towns and
villages. Met Plezier brings the Dutch
experience and traditions to the rest of the
world with pleasure.
Solution: Met Plezier’s branding and
packaging reflects the delicate and
pristine nature of their products. They’re
a brand of status, quality, and taste. The
packaging stands out on the shelves and
showcases the product with the respect it
deserves. Met Plezier is desirable.

BLUEBIRD

Website Redesign
Concept (Cont.)
Illustrator, Photoshop, Photography

BLUEBIRD

Website Redesign
Concept (Cont.)
Illustrator, Photoshop, Photography

Challenge: The current Bluebird website
is not an accurate representation of the
establishment itself. It’s bland, confusing,
and hard to navigate. A redesign of
the branding materials and website is
crucial to the growing success of the
establishment. A redesign would help the
restaurant portray the qualities that allow it
to stand out from the crowd. Bluebird Iowa
City is full of personality, and it’s time that
the brand reaches its full potential.
Story: Bluebird Café & Diner is a staple to
the Iowa City community. They’re known
for their Midwestern aesthetic and classic
menu items and soul food. They describe
their aesthetic as being “brightly modern”
however, their current website does not
correctly capture the Blue Bird personality
or traditions.
Solution: The re-design mirrors their polite
and positive atmosphere while being
warm and welcoming. An easy to navigate
layout, homepage, and online menu were
the key elements to an effective solution.
Focusing on the restaurant’s farm to table
and key ingredients, the re-design features
fresh pictures of their most popular
plates and showcases their partners’
contributions to Bluebird’s efforts.

NEW BUILDING
INTRODUCTION
SPREAD
Hancher Auditorium
Illustrator, InDesign

Challenge: To design a map that is
useful and informative as well as warm,
welcoming and creates excitement.
The biggest challenge with making a
new building diagram and the welcome
spread is going to be communicating a
vast amount of information in a clear and
concise manner.
Story: In August of 2016, the new Hancher
Auditorium building was introduced to
the public. It had been over 8 years since
Hancher has had a proper stage to call
home. In spring of 2016 a season brochure
would be released to the public as a way
to show of the début season and a
preview of everything the new building
would have to offer.
Solution: A design that reflects the clean,
simplicity of the architectural design of the
building as well as a design that evokes
the drama and the excitement that comes
along with the 2016-2017 lineup. The final
design serves a utility purpose as well as a
keepsake and way to document a special
moment in Hancher history.

BREAKING FREE

Shadow Box Sculpture
Steel

Challenge: to take one of the strongest
and most durable materials and transform
it into a soft and fragile object.
Story: Breaking Free came from a strong
family belief in the beauty of the butterfly.
The butterfly represents an acceptance of
change and a positive belief in the future.
The daily struggles people counter on a
daily basis should find solitude in believe
and optimism—we can all fly free.
Solution: The final structure represents
a swarm of butterflies emerging from
their barrier and finally flying free in the
world. When illuminated from within the
structure, butterfly silhouettes are cast all
around the room and become finally free.

